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We study the Shannon entropy of the probability distribution resulting from the ground-state
wave funtion of a one-dimensional quantum model. This entropy is related to the entanglement
entropy of a Rokhsar-Kivelson-type wave funtion built from the orresponding two-dimensional
lassial model. In both ritial and massive ases, we observe that it is omposed of an extensive
part proportional to the length of the system and a subleading universal onstant S0. In c = 1
ritial systems (Tomonaga-Luttinger liquids), we nd that S0 is a simple funtion of the boson
ompatiation radius. This nding is based on a eld-theoretial analysis of the Dyson-Gaudin
gas related to dimer and Calogero-Sutherland models. We also performed numerial demonstrations
in the dimer models and the spin-1/2 XXZ hain. In a massive (rystal) phase, S0 is related to the
ground-state degeneray. We also examine this entropy in the Ising hain in a transverse eld as an
example showing a c = 1/2 ritial point.
PACS numbers: 05.50.+q, 75.10.Pq, 03.67.Mn
I. INTRODUCTION
There has been growing interest in quantifying entan-
glement in extended quantum systems to detet non-
trivial orrelations existing in many-body ground states.
1
A useful measure of entanglement is the von Neumann
entanglement entropy SVN(A) := −Tr ρA log ρA, dened
from the redued density matrix ρA of a subsystem A. Its
novelty lies in its universal behavior reeting the long-
distane nature of the system. In one-dimensional riti-
al systems, for instane, the entanglement entropy of a
long interval of length ℓ shows a universal saling2,3,4,5
SVN(A) ≃ c3 log ℓ + const., where c is the entral harge
of the onformal eld theory (CFT) desribing the long
distane orrelations. Possible further information of
CFT an be enoded in a multi-interval entanglement
entropy.
6,7,8
As another example, the existene of topo-
logial order in gapped systems an be deteted by
measuring a onstant ontribution to the entanglement
entropy
9,10
(with reent appliations to frational quan-
tum Hall states
11,12
and Z2 spin liquids
13,14,15,16,17
).
Here we introdue an apparently dierent entropy
as follows. Consider a one-dimensional (1D) quantum
model and its ground state |g〉. If one hooses an or-
thogonal basis {|i〉} of the Hilbert spae, one gets a set
of probabilities pi := |〈i|g〉|2, from whih a Shannon en-
tropy an be dened:
S := −
∑
i
pi log pi. (1)
Note that this entropy depends on the hoie of basis.
For a U(1)-symmetri model with the onservation of the
partile number or the magnetization, we use the loal
partile oupations {nj} or magnetizations {σzj } to de-
ne the basis. The entropy S is small when the wave
funtion |g〉 is dominated by a partiular rystal state
|i0〉. It beomes larger as more basis states ontribute
to the wave funtion due to quantum utuations. Thus,
this entropy quanties quantum utuations or entangle-
ment ourring in the given basis. Like other entangle-
ment measures, we will see that the saling of this entropy
is ontrolled by the essential long-distane nature of the
system. We note that a similar entropy also appears in
the ontext of dynamial systems,
18,19
where it is used
to quantify haos.
58
At the same time, this entropy has an interpretation
as the entanglement entropy of a two-dimensional (2D)
quantum state, as we desribe in detail in Se. II. The ba-
si idea goes as follows. A 1D quantum Hamiltonian on
a ring is related to a 2D lassial model on a ylinder in
the transfer matrix formalism. Then a Rokhsar-Kivelson
(RK) -type wave funtion
20,21 |RK〉 an be onstruted
from this 2D lassial model. One an show that in the
limit of a long ylinder, the entropy S dened in Eq. (1) is
preisely the entanglement entropy SVN(A) of the 2D RK
state |RK〉 for a half ylinder A shown in Fig. 1. More
speially, eah probability pi beomes an eigenvalue
of the redued density matrix ρA. This orrespondene
allows us to apply a simpler 1D piture to study the uni-
versal behavior of entanglement entropy in 2D ritial
systems, a very ative subjet in reent literature.
22,23,24
The purpose of the present paper is to unveil the
generi saling properties of the Shannon entropy (1) of
1D ground states |g〉, as a funtion of the ring length L.
This amounts to studying the entanglement entropy SVN
of 2D RK states |RK〉 dened on a ylinder of irumfer-
ene L. In both ritial and massive systems, we observe
that for large L, the entropy is omposed of an extensive
part proportional to L and a subleading onstant:
S(L) = αL + S0 + o(1). (2)
The extensive part αL simply reets the fat that a
generi wave funtion |g〉 spreads over an exponentially
2large number of mirosopi ongurations. In terms of
the 2D entanglement entropy, this an be interpreted as
a boundary ontribution. Here, we are however inter-
ested in the subleading onstant S0. As we will see, S0
is universal and is determined by the basi properties of
ritial or massive systems.
Our primary interest lies in the situation where a 1D
quantum or 2D lassial system (used to build a RK
state) is desribed by a c = 1 massless bosoni eld
theory (Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid; TLL) with the Eu-
lidean ation:
A[φ] = 1
8π
∫ ∫
dxdy
[
(∂xφ)
2 + (∂yφ)
2
]
. (3)
Here the bosoni eld is ompatied on a irle: φ ≡
φ+ 2πR. The boson ompatiation radius R is an im-
portant sale-invariant number whih ontrols the power-
law behavior of various physial quantities.
59
We nd
that S0 is given by a simple funtion of the radius:
S0 = logR− 1
2
. (4)
We present detailed analyses to establish this result.
In Se. III, we study the Dyson-Gaudin Coulomb gas
model,
25,26
whih gives probabilities {pi} for the dimer
model on the hexagonal lattie and the Calogero-
Sutherland model.
27,28
In partiular, in Se. III C, we
analytially derive Eq. (4) using a free eld representa-
tion of the gas model. In Se. IV, we numerially demon-
strate the same result in the spin-1/2 XXZ hain.
At a ertain value of R, the system undergoes a phase
transition to a massive rystal phase. As we show in
Se. III D and Se. IV, in the massive phase breaking a
symmetry, S0 is related to the ground-state degeneray d:
S0 = log d. (5)
At the transition point, we observe a jump in S0, though
it is slightly obsured due to nite-size eets.
As an example showing the c = 1/2 ritiality, in
Se. V, we study an Ising hain in a transverse eld (63).
We alulate the entropies in σz and σx bases, orre-
sponding to the RK states built from an eight-vertex
model and a 2D Ising model, respetively. The extrated
onstant S
(z)
0 ≃ −0.4387 and S(x)0 ≃ 0.2544 at the rit-
ial point might be generi onstants haraterizing the
c = 1/2 CFT, although we do not have any analytial
derivation of these numbers. In the symmetry-broken
phase, the onstant takes S
(z)
0 = − log 2 in the σz basis,
whih is interpreted as a manifestation of Z2 topologial
order in the eight-vertex RK state.
As a related quantity, in Se. VI, we study the saling
of the largest probability p0 := max pi. This maximum is
attained by rystal states |i0〉, e.g., by Néel states |↑↓↑↓
. . .〉 and |↓↑↓↑ . . .〉 for the XXZ hain in zero magneti
eld. Very similarly to the entropy S(L), the logarithm
of p0 has a dominant linear ontribution followed by a
subleading onstant:
− log p0 = α˜L+ γ + o(1). (6)
For c = 1 ritial systems, our numerial results in the
Dyson-Gaudin gas and the XXZ hain show that
γ = logR. (7)
This result, together with Eq. (4), gives a simple and
universal way to determine the radius R from a ground
state wave funtion.
Here we omment on losely related works. Using
boundary CFT, Hsu et al.
23
have also studied the en-
tanglement entropy of 2D RK wave funtions for a half
ylinder. Their predition for the onstant S0 diers from
ours, although it mathes our alulation for a dierent
onstant γ appearing in − log p0. A quantity similar to
p0 has also been studied by Campos Venuti et al.
29
in
the ontext of delity, in agreement with our result (7).
II. CORRESPONDENCE BETWEEN SHANNON
AND ENTANGLEMENT ENTROPIES
In this setion, we formulate the onnetion between
the entanglement entropy of Rokhsar-Kivelson states and
the Shannon entropy of the ground states of 1D quantum
models.
A. Generalized Rokhsar-Kivelson states
We start from a disrete lassial (spin) model on a
2D lattie dened by Boltzmann weights e−E(c) for mi-
rosopi ongurations c of the system. The partition
funtion is given by
Z =
∑
c
e−E(c). (8)
The Hilbert spae of a 2D quantum system is onstruted
by assoiating a basis state |c〉 to eah lassial ong-
uration c. Then, one an dene a generalized Rokhsar-
Kivelson (RK) wave funtion as the linear ombination
of all the basis states |c〉 with amplitudes given by the
square roots of the lassial Boltzmann weights:
20,21
|RK〉 = 1√Z
∑
c
e−
1
2
E(c)|c〉. (9)
The RK state shares the same orrelations with the orig-
inal lassial model, as long as one fouses on the diag-
onal orrelations in the {|c〉}-basis. This type of state
was rst introdued as the ground state of the quantum
dimer model (QDM) on the square lattie, where {c}
are fully paked dimer overings of the lattie. Later,
the same type of states have been studied for dierent
latties (hexagonal,
30
triangular,
31
, kagome
32
, et.) and
for a modied dimer model.
33
The RK states for the
eight-vertex model on the square lattie have also been
studied.
34
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FIG. 1: Two dimensional system with a ylinder geometry,
divided into upper and lower parts, A and B.
B. Shmidt deomposition and entanglement
entropy
We divide the system into two parts, A and B, as in
Fig. 1. The redued density matrix ρA is obtained from
a state |RK〉 by traing out the degrees of freedom in B:
ρA = Tr
B
|RK〉〈RK|. (10)
We are interested in the (Von Neumann) entanglement
entropy of A:
SVN(A) = −Tr ρA log ρA. (11)
Here we show that the alulation of SVN(A) for a RK
state (9) an be reast as a fully lassial alulation,
provided that the boundary between A and B satises
ertain geometrial onditions. This is done by deriving
a Shmidt deomposition of the RK state (9).
1. Case with loal onstraints
We rst onsider the ase where the lassial model
ontains ertain loal onstraints. For simpliity, we as-
sume that the system onsists of Ising variables σj sit-
ting on the bonds of the square lattie as in Fig. 2 (The
same argument also applies to a model on the hexago-
nal lattie.). Around eah site, the four Ising variables
σj 's satisfy the following onstraint: if three of them are
speied, the last one is uniquely determined. Dimer,
six-vertex, and loop models satisfy this ondition. For
example, in the ase of a dimer model, we assign σj = ±1
to the presene/absene of a dimer on the bond j. Then,
there is stritly one bond with σj = +1 emanating from
eah site.
We dene the system on a ylinder, and divide it into A
and B, as shown in Fig. 2. Here, all spins at the boundary
belong to A. The spin ongurations a and b inside A and
B must agree with the onguration i at the boundary.
Let EAi (EBi ) be a set of suh a's (b's). Thanks to the
loal onstraints, suh sets share no ommon element:
EΩi ∩ EΩi′ = ∅ (Ω = A,B; i 6= i′). (12)
.
.
.
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FIG. 2: (olor online) Spatial division of the square lattie into
regions A andB, orresponding to the proedure in Se. IIB 1.
The system is dened on a ylinder, and is periodi in the
horizontal diretion.
We assume that the lassial model E(c) ontains only
loal interations involving four bonds around eah site.
The energy an then be deomposed into two parts:
E(c) = EA(a, i) + EB(b, i). (13)
The rst term orresponds to all the interations among
spins in A. The seond orresponds to interations
among spins in B and the boundary region. The im-
portant point is the absene of diret interation between
spins inside A and B. Thanks to this property, the Boltz-
mann weight of the onguration c = (a, i, b) fatorizes
into two parts, whih allows us to rewrite Eq. (9) as fol-
lows:
|RK〉 = 1√Z
∑
i

∑
a∈EAi
e−
1
2
EA(a,i)|a, i〉


×

∑
b∈EBi
e−
1
2
EB(b,i)|b〉

 . (14)
We dene normalized RK states (boundary-dependent)
on A and B as
|RKAi 〉 :=
1√
ZAi
∑
a∈EAi
e−
1
2
EA(a,i)|a, i〉, (15a)
|RKBi 〉 :=
1√
ZBi
∑
b∈EBi
e−
1
2
EB(b,i)|b〉, (15b)
with ZΩi =
∑
ω∈EΩi
e−EΩ(ω,i) (Ω = A,B). (15)
Then we arrive at the Shmidt deomposition
|RK〉 =
∑
i
√
pi |RKAi 〉|RKBi 〉, with pi :=
ZAi ZBi
Z .
(16)
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FIG. 3: (olor online) Spatial division of the square lattie,
orresponding to the proedure in Se. IIB 2. Eah spin of
the original model is replaed by a pair of spins. An innitely
strong ferromagneti interation ensures that the two spins
are always in the same state. The (new) lattie is divided in
two regions, A and B, and the original sites whih overlap
with both regions are alled boundary sites. The RK state
admits a simple Shmidt deomposition (see text) if the only
interations between A and B take plae inside the boundary
region. For general short ranged interations (not neessarily
rst neighbor), this ondition an be ahieved by hoosing a
suiently fattened boundary region.
Here, the mutual orthogonality 〈RKΩi |RKΩi′ 〉 = δii′ is
guaranteed by Eq. (12). The redued density matrix ρΩ
(with Ω = A or B) is then60
ρΩ =
∑
i
pi|RKΩi 〉〈RKΩi |. (17)
Therefore, we get
SVN(A) = −
∑
i
pi log pi. (18)
The entanglement entropy an thus be omputed from
the lassial partition funtions ZAi ZBi with boundary
spins xed in a state i. Similar formulations were used in
Refs. 13,14,15,16 for exat/perturbative/numerial al-
ulations of entanglement entropy in tori ode, quantum
eight-vertex, and quantum dimer models.
2. General ase
The above disussion relies on the presene of loal
onstraints. Without them, any onguration b is al-
lowed in B irrespetive of i, and states {|RKBi 〉} dened
in Eq. (15b) are not mutually orthogonal in general. Even
in suh a general ase, one an slightly modify the model
so that the entanglement entropy an be omputed in the
same formulation.
For simpliity, we assume that the lassial model is
dened on the square lattie, and a spin-S degrees of
freedom lives on every site. We again assume that the
energyE(c) onsists only of interations between nearest-
neighbor spins. As illustrated in Fig. 3, eah spin is dupli-
ated and an innitely strong ferromagneti interation
is added so that the two opies of the original spin are
always in the same state (no spurious degrees of freedom
are introdued). Then the two regions A and B are in-
trodued in suh a way that all the spin-spin interations
in E(c) take plae inside A or B. In other words, the
only allowed ouplings between A and B are the innitely
strong ferromagneti interations between opies of the
same physial spin. If one prefers to think in terms of
the original spins only (not dupliated), this amounts to
saying that the regions A and B are overlapping around
their boundary.
In this setup, eah state |c〉 an be labeled in the fol-
lowing way:
|c〉 = |a, i〉 ⊗ |b, i〉. (19)
Here, eah original spin lying at the boundary is ee-
tively split and has one opy in |a, i〉 and the other
in |b, i〉. The Shmidt deomposition (16) is then on-
struted using the following states:
|RKΩi 〉 :=
1√
ZΩi
∑
ω
e−
1
2
EΩ(ω,i)|ω, i〉, (20a)
with ZΩi =
∑
ω
e−EΩ(ω,i) (Ω = A,B). (20b)
Here, the dierene from Eq. (15) is the presene of i
inside the ket |ω, i〉 for both Ω = A and B, whih ensures
the mutual orthogonality of {|RKΩi 〉}.
C. Transfer matrix alulation of the redued
density matrix spetrum
In the previous subsetion, the spetrum {pi} of the
redued density matrix has been expressed in terms of
the lassial partition funtions with spins xed in the
boundary region. In the ylindrial geometry of Fig. 1
with irumferene L and height 2h, we an relate this
spetrum to the ground state of a 1D quantum spin model
using the transfer matrix formalism.
Corresponding to the 2D lassial model, we introdue
the transfer matrix T in the upward diretion in suh
a way that it onnets spin ongurations on neighbor-
ing rings winding around the ylinder (e.g., a1 and a2
shown in Figs. 2 and 3). The lassial partition funtion
(8) is then expressed as
Z =
∑
ah−1,...,a1
∑
i
∑
b1,...,bh−1
(21)
〈ah|T |ah−1〉 . . . 〈a2|T |a1〉〈a1|T |i〉 (22)
×〈i|T |b1〉〈b1|T |b2〉 . . . 〈bh−1|T |bh〉 (23)
= 〈ah|T 2h|bh〉. (24)
5Here, the spin ongurations, ah and bh, at the top and
bottom edges of the ylinder are xed. In this setup, the
lassial probability to nd a given onguration i on the
ring (boundary) is
pi =
1
Z 〈ah|T
h|i〉〈i|T h|bh〉. (25)
We now onsider the limit of a long ylinder h ≫ L
so that only the dominant eigenvetor |g〉 of T (with
the largest eigenvalue m0) ontributes. Using T h ≃
mh0 |g〉〈g|, we get:
pi ≃ |〈i|g〉|2. (26)
If the transfer matrix is related to 1D quantum Hamilto-
nianH via T ≃ e−τH (with τ being a small time interval),
|g〉 is the ground state of H. Then, Eq. (26) means that
the omplete spetrum of the redued density matrix ρA
is given by the elements of the ground state vetor |g〉.
In spite of its simpliity, to our knowledge, this result has
not been reported previously in the literature.
In the rest of the paper, we will make an extensive use
of this property to alulate the entanglement entropy
(18). We study several RK states (dimer, vertex, and
Ising models) dened on the innite ylinder for relatively
large values of L (maximally, L = 48 for the dimer models
and L = 32 in the six-vertex models with no eld).
D. Thermodynami extension
The spetrum {pi} of the redued density matrix ρA for
a RK state has a simple interpretation in terms of bound-
ary free energy of the lassial model. Using Eq. (16), we
get
− log pi = FAi + FBi − F, (27)
where FAi := − logZAi (resp. FBi ) is the free energy of the
subsystem A (resp. B) with its boundary with B (resp.
A) xed in the onguration i. Also, F = − logZ is the
free energy of the whole system, without any onstraint
on the spin onguration at the boundary between A and
B. We now identify the r.h.s. of Eq. (27) as an eetive
energy 2E(i) for the boundary spins.61 Then the entan-
glement entropy SVN(A) in Eq. (18) an be interpreted as
the thermal entropy for the boundary spins. We push
further this thermodynami interpretation of SVN(A) by
introduing a parameter β in order to modify the proba-
bilities pi:
pi = e
−2E(i) → pi(β) = 1
Z(β)
e−βE(i), (28)
where Z(β) =
∑
i e
−βE(i)
is a normalization fator (with
Z(β = 2) = 1). Here, β plays the role of an ee-
tive inverse temperature for the boundary spins (but a
priori not for the bulk of the lassial system dened
by Eq. (8)). This allows us to generalize the entropy
S(β = 2) = SVN(A) to arbitrary β > 0. It an be om-
puted through the standard thermodynamial relation
S(β) = (1−β∂β)Z(β). This formulation will be useful in
Se. III. We note that a similar extension of entanglement
entropy has also been disussed by Li and Haldane.
35,36
III. FROM CRITICAL DIMER RK STATES TO
DYSON-GAUDIN COULOMB GAS
In this setion, we study ritial dimer RK states on
bipartite latties and a related 1D lassial gas model.
Using the formulation of Se. II, we ompute the en-
tanglement entropies of the dimer RK states using the
dominant eigenvetors of the transfer matries. As de-
sribed in Appendies B and C, the transfer matries of
the dimer models an be expressed as free fermion Hamil-
tonians, and their dominant eigenvetors are Slater de-
terminants. In partiular, for the hexagonal lattie dimer
model, the resulting probabilities {pi} oinides with the
Boltzmann weights of a 1D lattie gas interating via
a repulsive logarithmi potential (Dyson-Gaudin gas) at
the inverse temperature β = 2. This gas model is also
related to the disretized
62
ground state wave funtion
of the Calogero-Sutherland model. Therefore, the entan-
glement entropy of the dimer RK state and the Shannon
entropy of the disretized Calogero-Sutherland ground-
state wave funtion oinide with the thermal entropy of
the gas model. As we will demonstrate in Ses. III A and
III B, this entropy ontains a non-extensive onstant on-
tribution, Eq. (4). In Se. III C, we derive it analytially
using the free eld representation of the gas model in the
ontinuum limit.
A. Critial dimer RK states
We start from the RK states (9) onstruted from the
dimer models on the hexagonal and square latties. The
energy E(c) takes zero for any fully paked dimer on-
guration c and innity otherwise. These RK states are
the ground states of quantum dimer models at speial
points and are know to be ritial.
20,30
By assoiating
an Ising variable σj = ±1 with the dimer oupation on
eah bond j, we an adopt the formulation presented in
Ses. II B 1 and IIC to ompute the half-ylinder entan-
glement entropy SVN.
As desribed in Appendies B and C, the transfer ma-
tries T of the dimer models are expressed as free fermion
Hamiltonians. Their dominant eigenvetors |g〉 are Slater
determinants (Fermi sea), and the weight pi = |〈i|g〉|2
an be omputed by evaluating a determinant. Let us
fous on the hexagonal ase, where a simple expression
for {pi} is available. We here assume that L is a multiple
of 6 for the sake of simpliity. A generi onguration i
of the boundary will be given by a number n ∈ {0, . . . , L}
of fermions living on the vertial edges of the boundary
6and their positions:
0 ≤ α1 < . . . < αn ≤ L− 1. (29)
It is also shown in Appendix B that, in the limit h≫ L,
the only nonzero probabilities orrespond to n = 2L/3
fermions and are given by a Vandermonde determinant,
whih simplies into:
pi =
1
Ln
∏
1≤j<j′≤n
4 sin2
(π
L
(αj − αj′ )
)
. (30)
This equation is invariant under n → L − n. Therefore
it is easier to ompute it with n = L/3 fermions, instead
of n = 2L/3. As we will see in the next setion, these
probabilities oinide with the Boltzmann weights of a
1D lattie gas. Note that the present alulation is done
without any onstraint on the ongurations, ah and bh,
at the top and bottom of the ylinder. The number n
of fermions leading to nonzero probabilities an be on-
trolled by imposing ertain boundary onditions.
Figure 4 shows the saling of the entanglement entropy
S(L) for both the hexagonal and square ases. Here, in
the square ase, the weight pi is omputed by numerially
evaluating the determinant in Eq. (C19). In the hexago-
nal ase, we examine dierent fermion densities ρ = n/L
(or equivalently ux/winding setors in the dimer lan-
guage). In every ase, the saling of S(L) appears to be
approximately linear in L. The slope is non-universal, as
expeted, and depends on the details of the system. The
most interesting result is the existene of a nite onstant
S0. By tting the large-L values by S(L) = αL+S0+b/L,
we nd S0 = −0.500 ± 0.002 in all ases. These results
suggest that S0 = −1/2 is a universal number for this
family of RK wave funtions.
B. Dyson-Gaudin gas on a irle
We onsider a system of n harges Q = −1, living on a
periodi one-dimensional lattie with L sites as in Fig. 5.
These harges interat via a 2D Coulomb repulsive po-
tential equal to minus the logarithm of their mutual dis-
tane. For onveniene, we add a uniform bakground of
L harges Q = +1/2 loated on eah site of the lattie.
A onguration of the system will be determined by the
positions 1 ≤ α1 < α2 < . . . < αn ≤ L of the harges.
Two harges annot oupy the same site. The energy of
a given onguration i is:
E(i) = −
∑
1≤j<j′≤n
log
∣∣∣e 2piiL αj − e 2piiL αj′ ∣∣∣+ n
2
logL, (31)
where the seond term omes from the interation of eah
harge with the bakground. This may be viewed as a dis-
retized version of the Dyson gas,
25
and has been studied
by Gaudin
26
(hene we name it the Dyson-Gaudin gas).
As in Se. III A, the partile-hole symmetry n→ L−n
is worth notiing. The lassial 1D partition funtion is
 0
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FIG. 4: (olor online) Entanglement entropy of RK states
orresponding to dimer models on the hexagonal lattie (with
fermion density ρ = 1/4, 1/3, 1/2) and the square lattie
(with ρ = 1/2). In all ases, the entropy sales as S ≃ αL+
S0 + b/L with S0 = −0.500(2). The inset shows S′0, the
subleading onstant omputed this time from a linear t S ≃
a′L + S′0 on the interval [12, L] as a funtion of 1/L. The
onvergene towards −0.500(1) an be seen.
1
FIG. 5: System of n = 4 harges Q = −1 on a irle with
L = 12 sites. The left shows the onguration with highest
probability (degeneray: 3) and the right shows a random
onguration. On eah site, a bakground harge Q = +1/2
is added.
given by Z(β) =
∑
i e
−βE(i)
for an inverse temperature
β, and the lassial entropy an be alulated from it:
S(β) =
(
1− β ∂
∂β
)
logZ(β). (32)
Gaudin
26
has evaluated the partition funtion exatly in
the speial ases where β = 2λ with λ an integer and
λ < L/(n− 1):
Z(L)n (2λ) =
(nλ)!
n!Ln(λ−1)(λ!)n
. (33)
The probabilities {pi} in Eq. (30) alulated for the
hexagonal lattie dimer model oinides exatly with the
Boltzmann weights of the Dyson-Gaudin gas model with
β = 2: pi = e
−2E(i).
7Hene the entanglement entropy for this dimer model
orresponds to the thermal entropy S(β = 2) of the gas
model. Note that Z(β = 2) = 1 if we set λ = 1 in
Eq. (33) beause pi in Eq. (30) are already normalized.
In the spirit of Se. II D, we an generalize the entan-
glement entropy by hanging the inverse temperature β.
We dene pi(β) = p
β/2
i /Z(β) = e
−βEi/Z(β), and the
assoiated Shannon entropy
S(β) = −
∑
i
pi(β) log pi(β), (34)
oinides with the thermal entropy (32) of the gas model.
Notie that Gaudin's solution (33) annot be used to
ompute the entropy S(β) beause it is valid only for
speial values of β. Instead, we ompute S(β) numeri-
ally by expliitly summing over all the ongurations.
Here we mention the onnetions with other models.
The Dyson gas model emerges in the weights |〈i|g〉|2
of the Jastrow-type ground-state wave funtion of the
Calogero-Sutherland (CS) model.
27,28
The inverse tem-
perature β of the gas model is related to the oupling
onstant of the CS model. The CS model is desribed as
a Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid at low energies. Aording
to a spetral analysis of the CS model,
37
the boson radius
R is related to β as
R =
√
β
2
. (35)
This allows us to ontrol R simply by hanging β. This
relation will also be justied from a dierent viewpoint
in the next setion. The Haldane-Shastry model
38,39
is
a disretized version of the CS model, and its Jastrow
ground state (Gutzwiller-projeted Fermi wave funtion)
has the weights exatly obeying the Dyson-Gaudin gas
with β = 4. This model has R =
√
2 beause of the
SU(2) symmetry, in onsisteny with Eq. (35). Note also
that the same wave funtion is known to be an extremely
good ansatz for the ground state of the Heisenberg hain.
Now we analyze the thermal entropy S(β) of the gas
model. We extrat the non-extensive onstant ontribu-
tion S0 as in Fig. 4, and plot it as a funtion of R =
√
β/2
in Fig. 6. We nd that the data agrees well with a simple
relation
S0 = logR− 1
2
. (36)
This expression is derived analytially in the next setion.
It should be noted that the subleading onstant (36) is
inreasing with β, ontrary to the total entropy, whih
is dereasing with β, as should be the ase in lassial
thermodynamis.
C. Free bosoni eld
In this setion, we obtain the expression of the entropy
S0 using a eld theoretial approah. Our goal is to ob-
tain a ontinuous expression for the partition funtion of
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FIG. 6: (olor online) The subleading onstant S0 in the ther-
mal entropy of the Dyson-Gaudin gas with density ρ = 1/3,
as a funtion of R =
p
β/2. At β = 2, this oinides with
the onstant part in the entanglement entropy of the hexag-
onal dimer RK state shown in Fig. 4. The data well obeys
Eq. (36).
the gas studied in the last setion and dedue from it the
expression of the entropy.
We onsider a ontinuous distribution, ρ(θ), of eletri
harges on the unit irle. The expression of the eletro-
stati energy Eq. (31) is given by:
E = −1
2
∫ 2pi
0
ρ(θ)dθ
∫ 2pi
0
ρ(θ′)dθ′ log
∣∣∣∣2 sin
(
θ − θ′
2
) ∣∣∣∣.(37)
We dene a eld φ(θ) measuring the amount of harge in
the interval [0, θ] in units of 2π:
φ(θ) = 2π
∫ θ
0
ρ(σ)dσ (38)
By performing partial integrations twie, the energy is
rewritten as
E[φ] =
1
64π2
∫ 2pi
0
dθ
∫ 2pi
0
dθ′
(
φ(θ)− φ(θ′)
sin( θ−θ′2 )
)2
. (39)
Sine the funtional integration is over ρ = φ′, the
zero mode of φ is unphysial and should be disarded
(it an be removed by adding an appropriate onstant to
Eq. (38)). By expanding the eld φ over modes
φ = 2π
∑
m≥1
(
xme
imθ + x¯me
−imθ) , (40)
the energy Eq. (39) redues to
E =
(2π)2
2
∑
m≥1
m|xm|2. (41)
Integrating the Boltzmann weight e−βE over the modes
dxmdx¯m, we obtain the partition funtion Zsphere of the
8gas:
Zsphere =
∏
m≥1
2
2πβm
. (42)
To nd possible universal ontributions to the orre-
sponding free energy, this expression of ourse needs to be
regularized. Following Nahm,
40
we regularize the mea-
sure dxmdx¯m to take into aount the niteness of the
number of states. We set |xm| = ρm and take the mea-
sure to be d(2π[ρ2m]
f(m/Λ)) where f(x) = 1 in the interval
[0, 1] and dereases to f(∞) = 0 suiently fast. We ob-
tain :
Z
sphere
=
∞∏
m=1
(
1
πmβ
)f(m/Λ)
Γ(1 + f(m/Λ)) (43)
The Euler-MaLaurin formula yields :
∞∏
m=1
(
1
πβ
)f(m
Λ
)
Γ
(
1+f(
m
Λ
)
)
=
√
πβeΛ
∫∞
0
gβ(x)dx(1+o(1))
gβ(x) = log Γ(1 + f(x))− log(πβ)f(x) (44)
Here we deompose f into the sum of a step funtion on
[0, 1] and a funtion vanishing on [0, 1] :
∞∏
m=1
(
1
m
)f(m
Λ
)
=
1√
2π
e−Λ
∫∞
0 log(Λx)f(x)dx(1+o(1)),
(45)
where we have used the Stirling formula on the term or-
responding to the step funtion, and Euler-MaLaurin's
on the other one. Putting everything together :
Z
sphere
=
√
β
2
eΛ
R
∞
0
dx log Γ(1+f(x))−log(piβΛx)f(x)(1+ o(1))
(46)
The regularized partition funtion is obtained after re-
moving the exponential fator, Λ−aΛµΛ, whih an be
thought as the extensive part
Zsphere =
√
β
2
. (47)
This result is simply equal to the ζ regularization of
Eq. (42). In this derivation, the normalization of the
integration measure over the modes is adjusted so that
Zsphere = 1 at β = 2, to agree with our mirosopi de-
nition of the partition funtion, Zsphere(β) =
∑
i p
β/2
i , in
the disrete model. From this expression, we dedue the
thermal entropy:
S0 =
1
2
log
(
β
2
)
− 1
2
(48)
in agreement with our numerial result in Fig. 6.
Alternatively, we an normalize the eld φ dierently
so as to inlude the inverse temperature β in its deni-
tion. We introdue a radius R and set β = 2R2. The eld
φ is now dened modulo 2πR. We an extend its range
of denition by requiring it to be a harmoni funtion
on the unit disk Ω, and express the energy as a Dirihlet
integral:
β
2
E =
1
4π
∫ ∫
Ω
dzdz¯ ∂zφ∂z¯φ, (49)
where z = x + iy. This oinides with the ation (3)
exept that the range of integration is limited to the unit
disk Ω.
One an view Eq. (49) as the ation of a losed string
41
propagating on a irle of radius R with a Regge slope
α′ = 2. Now, if we inlude the enter of mass (zero mode)
into the denition of φ, we see that the regularized mea-
sure [dφ] beomes invariant under resaling of the eld,
so that we an also take the eld dening the measure to
be dened modulo 2πR. The partition funtion Zsphere of
the eletrostati gas is obtained by sewing together two
disks to form a sphere and is given by the partition fun-
tion of a losed string propagating on a irle of radius R.
Proeeding in this way, the osillators do not ontribute
and it redues to the enter of mass integral:
Zsphere = R, (50)
in agreement with Eq. (47).
To understand this result, onsider a losed string
φ(σ, T ) propagating in the Eulidean time T . Its parti-
tion funtion on the ylinder [0, 2π]×[0, T ]with boundary
elds equal to φ1,2 denes the propagator Z(φ1, φ2). We
evaluate the torus partition funtion Ztorus by taking the
trae of the propagator over φ = φ1 = φ2.
Ztorus =
∫
[dφ]Z(φ, φ). (51)
If we deompose the eld φ into the sum of a harmoni
funtion equal to φ1, φ2 at the two boundaries and a eld
vanishing at the boundaries, we fatorize the propagator
into two piees: a lassial one equal to e−
β
2
E(φ1)− β2E(φ2)
in the limit of large T , and the partition funtion Z00
with Dirihlet boundary onditions. Thus, In the limit
of large T , Ztorus = ZsphereZ00. But Z00/Ztorus = 1/R
is the stationary probability distribution of the enter
of mass of the string diusing on a irle of radius R
and the result Eq. (50) follows. This formulation has the
advantage to be easily generalizable to a losed surfae
of harateristi χ:
Zχ = R
χ/2. (52)
We expet this formula also to apply to the ase of open
boundary onditions with suitable hiral boundary on-
ditions.
Let us mention that Gaudin's partition funtion (33)
has the same asymptoti expression as Zsphere in Eq. (42)
if we remove the non-universal extensive part. Indeed,
by taking n → ∞ while keeping ρ = n/L onstant, the
9Stirling's formula n! ≃ √2πn (n/e)n applied to Eq. (33)
gives:
Z(L)n (2λ) = µ(λ)
nR, with µ(λ) =
ρλ−1λλeλ−1
λ!
. (53)
Gaudin's formula (33) is only valid at integer values of
λ and we annot use it to evaluate the entropy. How-
ever, the denominator fator L(λ−1)n in Eq. (33) may
be viewed as a regularization of the Dyson partition
funtion,
25,42
where L plays the same role as Λ dened
above, and the entropy also derives from the Dyson gas
partition funtion.
The ompatiation radius of the (ontinuum) CS
ground state
27,28
is known to be R =
√
(λ = β/2) from
Ref. 37. On the other hand, our numeris on the dis-
retized version of the CS wave funtion indiate that
the entropy onstant is equal (within our numerial a-
uray) to S0 = log(
√
β/2) − 1/2. From the analytial
derivations presented above, this entropy onstant must
be related to the boson radius. We therefore onlude
that the disretized CS state has long distane properties
desribed by the same boson ompatiation radius as
the original ontinuum CS wave funtion. It is interesting
to notie that this identiation has been made through
the ground-state struture of the CS model, i.e. with-
out relying on the spetral properties unlike preeding
approahes.
37
D. Phase transition toward a rystal state
The numerial results of Fig. 6 show that for not too
large values of β, the non-extensive ontribution to the
entropy is given by S0 = logR− 1/2. As should be lear
from the previous setion, this an only be true if the
system is desribed by a massless (but ompatied) free
eld. But for suiently large β, the system undergoes a
transition to a rystal state with spontaneous translation
symmetry breaking. A simple way to understand that
suh a rystal is expeted at large β is to notie that
for β → ∞, only the partile ongurations i for whih
the (original) probability pi is maximum survive. For a
partile density 1/d, this selets d periodi ongurations
with equally spaed partiles (see the left panel in Fig. 5).
Adding utuations around these regular ongurations
will add extensive ontributions to S(L), while keeping
the subleading onstant
S0 = log d (54)
stable in a rystal phase with a d-fold spontaneous sym-
metry breaking. Due to some nite-size eets, it turns
out that the liquid-rystal transition is easier to see in
the non-extensive part C of logZ (rather than that of
S). The data displayed in Fig. 7 are onsistent with
C =
{
logR, R ≤ Rc = d
log d, R ≥ Rc = d. (55)
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FIG. 7: (olor online) Liquid-rystal transitions indued by
the boundary temperature β−1 in the dimer models. Here, the
subleading onstant C in logZ is shown. The ritial radius
is Rc = d (βc = 2d
2
), where d is the degeneray of the ground
state. The onstant C is expeted to obey Eq. (55). The
disrepany slightly after Rc is very likely due to nite-size
eets.
Using S0 =
(
1− R2 ∂R
)
C, we an reover the subleading
term S0 in the entropy:
S0 =
{
logR− 1/2 , R < Rc = d
log d , R > Rc = d.
(56)
It should be noted that the transition is only visible on
the subleading terms of S and logZ.
The rystallization an also be understood from a free
eld point of view. Let us perturb the ation (3) by a
d-fold symmetry breaking boundary eld :
Zhd =
〈
ehd
R
2pi
0
cos(dφ)dθ
〉
sphere
, (57)
where the integral is taken over the equator of the sphere.
In a spin wave approximation, the anomalous dimension
of the eld hd is:
xd = 1− d
2
R2
. (58)
Thus, the perturbation beomes relevant when R ≥ d in
agreement with our observations (Fig. 7).
This transition is ompletely analogous to the loaliza-
tion transition of a marosopi degree of freedom ou-
pled to a dissipative environment in presene of a peri-
odi potential.
43
In this ontext, the inverse temperature
β = 2R2 is a frition oeient. A similar transition is
observed in the XXZ hain (see the following setion),
but at a dierent value of the ompatiation radius
(R =
√
2), ompatible with the bulk roughening transi-
tion of the 6-vertex model.
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IV. SPIN-1/2 XXZ CHAIN AND SIX-VERTEX
RK STATES
In this setion, we onsider the Shannon entropy (1)
dened from the ground state |ψ〉 of the spin- 12 XXZ
hain:
H =
∑
j
(
σxj σ
x
j+1 + σ
y
j σ
y
j+1 +∆σ
z
j σ
z
j+1
)−h∑
j
σzj . (59)
This Hamiltonian is related to the transfer matrix of the
lassial six-vertex model on the square lattie.
44,45
Thus,
using the argument of Se. II, the Shannon entropy S
here an also be interpreted as the entanglement entropy
of the RK state built from this vertex model. Sine the
magnetization per siteM = 1L
∑
i σ
z
i is a onserved quan-
tity, we an work in a setor with xed M . We alulate
the ground state of H for nite periodi hains using
Lanzos diagonalization (up to L = 32 for M = 0 and
L = 40 for M = 1/2), and evaluate the Shannon entropy
S from it.
We rst fous on the c = 1 Tomonaga-Luttinger liquid
phase extending over a wide region in ∆ > −1. The
boson radius R depends on ∆ and M (see Refs. 46 and
47 for details). When M = 0, R is related to ∆ via a
simple relation:
R =
√
2− 2
π
arccos∆ , − 1 < ∆ ≤ 1. (60)
When M 6= 0, R an be determined numerially by solv-
ing the integral equations obtained from the Bethe-ansatz
method.
47,48,49
We setM at simple frations 0, 1/5, 1/4,
and 1/2 so that we an examine the dependene on the
system size L. As in the ritial dimer models studied in
the previous setion, the entropy S well obeys the saling
form S ≃ αL + S0 + b/L. The subleading onstant S0
obtained by tting the data is plotted as a funtion of R
in Fig. 8, whih shows a remarkable agreement with
S0 = logR− 1
2
. (61)
When inreasing ∆ at M = 0, the system undergoes a
Kosterlitz-Thouless transition at ∆ = 1 from the ritial
phase to a massive Néel phase with doubly-degenerate
ground states. In a nite-size system, the double degen-
eray in the Néel phase is slightly split, and the ground
state an be approximated by a marosopi superposi-
tion of ordered states. When ∆ → ∞, suh a state is
given by
|g〉 = 1√
2
(| ↑↓ . . . 〉+ | ↓↑ . . . 〉) . (62)
This state gives S = S0 = log 2. As in the disussion
of Se. III D, one an expet that quantum utuations
around the state (62) ourring in ∆ < ∞ produe only
extensive ontributions and that the onstant S0 = log 2
is stable in the massive phase ∆ > 1. Our numerial
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FIG. 8: (olor online) The subleading onstant S0 in the en-
tropy S extrated from the ritial ground state of the XXZ
hain (59). The examined values of ∆ range from −0.8 to
1 for M = 0 and from −0.8 to 8 for M = 1/5, 1/4, and
1/2. The inset shows the tting of the data with the saling
form S = αL + S0 + b/L. The onstant S0 well obeys the
proposed universal formula logR − 1
2
. Close to the isotropi
point (∆ = 1 and M = 0) with R =
√
2, a small disrepany
from the proposed formula an be seen, whih is very likely
due to stronger nite-size eet around this point.
result for S0 is presented in Fig. 9. The data show devi-
ation from log 2 when dereasing ∆, but it is likely due
to nite-size eets. The peak and dip seen in the g-
ure move to the left as we use larger L's for extrating
S0. In the thermodynami limit, we expet a jump from
S0 = log
√
2 − 1/2 to S0 = log 2 at the transition point
∆ = 1.
Finally, we note that the XXZ hain with ∆ = 1/2
and h = 0 orresponds to the so-alled ie model,44,45
where all the ongurations satisfying the ie rule (two-
in and two-out around every vertex) our with equal
probabilities. The RK state built from the ie model has
been studied for the spin and fermioni models on the
hekerboard lattie.
50,51
The result in this setion shows
that the half-ylinder entanglement entropy of this state
has a subleading onstant S0 = log
√
4/3− 1/2.
V. ISING CHAIN IN A TRANSVERSE FIELD
As an example showing a c = 1/2 ritial point, in this
setion, we study an Ising hain in a transverse eld:
H = −µ
L−1∑
j=0
σxj σ
x
j+1 −
L−1∑
j=0
σzj . (63)
This model is related to two types of 2D lassial models
depending on whih basis we work with.
45
In the σx basis,
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FIG. 9: (olor online) The onstant part S0 of the entropy
and the phase transition in the XXZ hain at M = 0. In the
thermodynamial limit, we expet S0 to be S0 = logR(∆)−
1/2 for −1 < ∆ ≤ 1, and S0 = log 2 for ∆ > 1.
we have a 2D Ising model:
E = −
∑
〈jj′〉
σxj σ
x
j′ , (64)
where jj′ runs over all the nearest-neighbor pairs of
sites on the square lattie. This model shows a low-
temperature ordered phase and a high-temperature para-
magneti phase. On the other hand, in the σz basis, we
have an eight-vertex model of speial type. The spins σzj
are plaed on the bonds of the square lattie and satisfy
loal onstraints; the produt of four spins around eah
site must be even: ∏
j∈+
σzj = +1. (65)
Then the four spins an take 8 states out of 24 possibili-
ties, hene the naming, eight-vertex. The energy is given
by
E = −
∑
j
σzj . (66)
It is useful to introdue a loop representation of the on-
gurations. We regard the lowest-energy state (σzj = +1
for all j) as the vauum, and plae a loop element on
every bond j with σzj = −1. Then only losed loops
are formed beause of the loal onstraints (65). Equa-
tion (66) means that the energy ost to generate loops is
proportional to their total length. At low temperatures,
the system ontains only small loops and is dominated
by the vauum (small-loop phase). At high tempera-
tures, the formations of large loops are allowed and the
system gets disordered (large-loop phase). The orre-
spondene among quantum and lassial models is shown
in Table I, together with our results for the entropy whih
we present below.
Here we onsider the Shannon entropies, S(z) and S(x),
dened in the σz and σx bases respetively. These orre-
spond to the half-ylinder entanglement entropies of the
RK states built from the eight-vertex model and the 2D
Ising model, respetively (notie that for the latter, one
needs to modify the model slightly in order to simplify
the alulation, as presented in Se. II B 2). The RK state
onstruted from the eight-vertex model (66) in the large-
loop phase is partiularly interesting beause it possesses
topologial order. Suh a state has been studied as the
ground state of a quantum eight-vertex model
16,34
(also
known as an extended tori ode model
15
).
As is well known, the Hamiltonian (63) redues to a
fermioni quadrati form using the Jordan-Wigner trans-
formation. It an then be diagonalized using the Bo-
goliubov transformation (see Appendix E). The weight
|〈i|g〉|2 of eah spin onguration |i〉 in the σz basis an
be obtained by alulating a Pfaan, and S(z)(L) is om-
puted numerially by summing over all the 2L ongura-
tions.
The salings of S(z)(L) are shown in Fig. 10. We again
observe nie agreement with a linear saling S(z)(L) =
αL+ S
(z)
0 both in the ritial and massive ases. At the
ritial point (µ = 1), we nd the subleading onstant in
the entropy to be
S
(z)
0 = −0.4387± 0.0001. (67)
Figure 11 shows the onstant part S
(z)
0 as a funtion of
the oupling onstant µ. Away from the ritial point,
the onstant is stable at ertain values: S
(z)
0 = 0 in the
disordered phase (µ < 1) and S
(z)
0 = − log 2 in the fer-
romagneti phase (µ > 1). Deviations from these val-
ues near the ritial point are likely due to nite-size ef-
fets beause they deay as we inrease the system size.
These values an be understood by onsidering two lim-
its. In the limit µ = 0, the ground-state wave funtion
is |g〉 = |↑↑ . . . ↑〉z, and the entropy S(z) is zero. In the
limit µ→∞, the wave funtion is
|g〉 = 1√
2
(|↑↑ . . . ↑〉x + |↓↓ . . . ↓〉x) (68)
=
1√
2L−1
∑
σ1=↑,↓
. . .
∑
σL=↑,↓Q
σzj=+1
|σ1〉z ⊗ . . .⊗ |σL〉z ,
where all the ongurations have an even number of up
spins in the σz basis. Therefore, the entropy is
S(z)(L) = (L− 1) log 2. (69)
As explained in Ses. III D and IV, we expet that quan-
tum utuations around these limits produe only ex-
tensive ontributions and keep the subleading onstants
stable.
It is useful to interpret these results in terms of the
eight-vertex RK state. When the temperature of the
eight-vertex model is set to innity, the orresponding
12
TABLE I: Correspondene between the Ising hain in a transverse eld and related 2D lassial models, and the results for
the onstant part of the entropy S(z) and S(x).
Ising hain in a
transverse eld (63)
disordered phase µ < 1 c = 1
2
ritial point µ = 1 ordered phase µ > 1
Constant part
of the entropy
S
(z)
0 = 0
S
(x)
0 = 0
S
(z)
0 = −0.4387(1)
S
(x)
0 = S
(z)
0 + log 2 = 0.2544(1)
S
(z)
0 = − log 2
S
(x)
0 = + log 2
Eight-vertex model (66)
small-loop phase
(low temperature)
large-loop phase
(high temperature)
2D Ising model (64)
disordered phase
(high temperature)
ordered phase
(low temperature)
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FIG. 10: (olor online) Entropy S(z) omputed from the
ground state of an Ising hain in a transverse eld up to
L = 36 spins. The data for µ = 1 (ritial point) are well
reprodued by S(z) ≃ αL+S(z)0 +δ/L with S(z)0 ≃ −0.4387(1)
(determined from a t to the last three points L = 32, 34, 36).
For µ = 0.5 in the disordered phase, the onstant is very
lose to zero (a t to the three points L = 18, 20, 22 gives
|S(z)0 | ≤ 10−6).
RK state is an equal-amplitude superposition of all the
loop ongurations. This is the ground state of Kitaev's
tori ode model.
52
Using the method of Ref. 13, the
half-ylinder entanglement entropy is shown to sale ex-
atly as Eq. (69), and the onstant part S
(z)
0 = − log 2
an be interpreted as the topologial entropy
9,10
assoi-
ated with Z2 topologial order. Mirosopially, − log 2
omes from the fat that in any onguration, the loops
ross an even number of time with the boundary separat-
ing the two half-ylinders. The result in Fig. 11 therefore
demonstrates the stability of this topologial entropy for
the half-ylinder geometry in the entire large-loop phase.
The jump in the entropy around µ = 1 is interpreted
as a breakdown of topologial order. We omment that
the stability of topologial entropy has also been stud-
ied on the same wave funtion for the disk and annulus
geometries in Refs. 15 and 16.
We move on to the entropy S(x) in the σx basis. It an
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FIG. 11: (olor online) Subleading onstant S
(z)
0 extrated
from the entropy S(z)(L) in an Ising hain in a transverse
eld for dierent values of µ.
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FIG. 12: (olor online) Subleading onstant S
(z)
0 (β) extrated
from the entropy S(z)(L;β) in an Ising hain in a transverse
eld at the ritial point µ = 1. The inverse temperature β
is introdued as explained in Se. IID.
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be related to S(z) using the Kramers-Wannier duality
transformation
53
:
σzj → σ˜xj−1σ˜xj , σxj σxj+1 → σ˜zj , (70)
by whih H(µ) is related to H(1/µ). Here, σ˜zj = −1 is
identied with a domain wall between σxj and σ
x
j+1. Tak-
ing into aount the two-to-one orrespondene between
σx and σ˜z ongurations, one an show
S(x)(µ) = S(z)(1/µ) + log 2. (71)
Hene we obtain the results summarized in Table I. Now
we have a positive onstant S
(x)
0 = log 2 in the ordered
phase µ > 1. This is a onsequene of the marosopi
superposition of two ordered states, as disussed for the
ordered phase of the XXZ hain in Se. IV.
We have obtained two onstants S
(z)
0 = −0.4387(1)
and S
(x)
0 = S
(z)
0 + log 2 = 0.2544(1) at the ritial point,
depending on the hoie of basis. We expet that these
might be generi onstants haraterizing the c = 1/2
ritiality, although at present we do not have any ana-
lytial derivation of these numbers.
We an also introdue a temperature β−1 for the en-
tropy S(z) as desribed in Se. II D. The onstant part
S
(z)
0 (β) extrated by tting S
(z)(L;β) with a linear sal-
ing hanges rapidly around β = 2 (see Fig. 12). It seems
reasonable to onjeture that S
(z)
0 (β) beomes a step
funtion in the thermodynami limit : S
(z)
0 (β) = − log 2
for β < 2 and S
(z)
0 (β) = 0 for β > 2. If onrmed, this re-
sult would suggest that inreasing β has a role similar to
dereasing µ, i.e. taking the system away from its ritial
point. In the c = 1 ase, S0(β) was a smooth funtion
of β (see Figs. 6, 7 and 8). Therefore, it looks like intro-
duing β has a qualitatively dierent eet, depending
on the nature of the ritial theory.
Note that there are several diretions in whih to ex-
tend the Ising model. One possibility is to study the
q-state Potts model or the RSOS models along the same
lines. Another one is to view the Ising model as a spe-
ial ase (n = 1) of the dilute O(n) loop model. In the
loop model ase, the p(µi) are the probabilities that the
equator of the sphere is run aross by loops at positions
µi. In that ase, we would nd a universal urve S0(n)
extending Eq. (67).
VI. SCALING OF THE LARGEST
PROBABILITY
In this setion, we study the saling of the largest prob-
ability
p0 := max
i
pi = |〈i0|g〉|2, (72)
i.e., the weight of the most probable onguration i0 in
the 1D wave funtion |g〉. In terms of a 2D RK state,
this orresponds to the largest eigenvalue of the redued
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FIG. 13: (olor online) The subleading onstant γ in the sal-
ing of − log p0 [see Eq. (73)℄ extrated from the ritial ground
state of the XXZ hain in a magneti eld. The same setting
as Fig. 8 is taken.
density matrix ρA of a half ylinder. Very similarly to the
entropy S, we nd that − log p0 exhibits a linear saling
with L followed by a subleading universal onstant:
− log p0 = α˜L+ γ + o(1). (73)
Below we evaluate γ in some ritial systems.
A. c = 1 ritial systems
We rst onsider the XXZ hain in a magneti eld,
Eq. (59), in the ritial phase. We nd that the largest
probability p0 = |〈i0|g〉|2 is attained by rystal states.
For example, |i0〉 = |↑↓↑↓ . . .〉 and |↓↑↓↑ . . .〉 for M = 0,
and |i0〉 = |↑↑↑↓↑↑↑↓ . . .〉, et. for M = 1/2, independent
of∆ (> −1). The onstant γ is extrated by tting nite-
size data with Eq. (73). As shown in Fig. 13, we observe
a simple relation:
γ = logR. (74)
The same result an be shown exatly for the largest
probability p0(β) := max pi(β) in the Dyson-Gaudin gas
when β = 2R2 = 2λ with λ ∈ N and λ < Ln−1 ; see
Appendix D. For general β, Eq. (74) an be numerially
demonstrated as shown in Fig. 14.
In order to understand the onnetion between S and
− log p0, it is useful to introdue the Rényi entropy:
S(N) :=
−1
N − 1 log
(∑
i
pNi
)
, (75)
where N is a real number. Then, S and − log p0 orre-
spond to the limits N → 1 and ∞, respetively. Now
we assume that the probability distribution is given by
the Boltzmann weights pi(β) = p
β/2
i /Z(β) of the Dyson-
Gaudin gas in the ritial phase R =
√
β/2 ≤ d. The
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FIG. 14: (olor online) The subleading onstant γ in the sal-
ing of − log p0(β), where p0(β) is the largest probability in
the Dyson-Gaudin gas with density ρ = 1/3. The data are
onsistent with Eq. (74). For some speial values of R (see
the text and Appendix D), Gaudin's formula (33) an be used
to show Eq. (74) exatly.
Rényi entropy (75) an then be expressed as
S(N)(β) =
−1
N − 1 log
Z(Nβ)
[Z(β)]N
. (76)
Realling Eq. (55) for the non-extensive part C of Z(β),
the subleading onstant ontribution to S(N) is given by{
logR − 12(N−1) logN,
√
NR < Rc = d,
N
N−1 logR− 1N−1 log d,
√
NR > Rc = d.
(77)
Both expressions give γ = logR in the limit N →∞. On
the other hand, the former expression is onsistent with
S0 = logR− 1/2 in the limit N → 1.
An alternative strategy to derive Eq. (74) is to adopt
the 2D viewpoint of Se. II, where the probability p0 was
related to lassial partition funtions:
− log p0 = − log
ZAi0ZBi0
Z . (78)
Here, ZAi0 and ZBi0 are partition funtions on A and B
with spins xed in a state i0 at their ommon boundary.
Now we move on to the ontinuum limit desribed by the
ation (3). Realling that i0 is given by a rystal state,
the above boundary ondition orresponds to loking the
eld φ at a ertain onstant at the boundary (Dirihlet
boundary ondition).
63
Hene, we obtain
− log p0 = − log Z
A
DZBD
Z , (79)
where D stands for Dirihlet. This expression has been
evaluated by Hsu et al.
23
and by Campos Venuti et al.
29
using boundary CFT. Their results for the non-extensive
part are onsistent with Eq. (74).
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In fat, Hsu et al.
23
proposed the right hand side of
Eq. (79) as the expression of the entanglement entropy
SVN of a half ylinder. Their argument was based on a
replia trik; the N -th momentM(N) := Tr ρNA =
∑
i p
N
i
of the redued density matrix was evaluated for inte-
ger N ≥ 2 and then an analyti ontinuation N → 1
was taken. Aording to their evaluation, the Rényi en-
tropy S(N) = −1N−1 logM(N) is expressed by the r.h.s.
of Eq. (79) for any integer N ≥ 2, leading to an N -
independent subleading onstant logR. On the other
hand, we have obtained N -dependent onstant (77). The
two results for the subleading onstant agree only in the
limit N → ∞. We infer that this disrepany omes
from a diulty in speifying boundary onditions in the
argument of Hsu et al.
23
In their argument, they took
linear ombinations of plural ompatied elds, whih
ould make the ompatiation onditions ambiguous.
A more areful treatment of the ompatiation ondi-
tions and a derivation of Eq. (77) in boundary CFT are
left as important open issues.
B. c = 1/2 ritial system and beyond
We next onsider the Ising hain in a transverse eld,
Eq. (63), at the c = 1/2 ritial point µ = 1. Figure 15
shows the saling of − log p(z)0 in the σz basis. Here,
the largest probability is attained by the ferromagneti
onguration |i0〉 = |↑↑↑. . .〉z. In this ase we have the
following exat formula (see Se. E 3):
p
(z)
0 =
L/2∏
j=1
cos2
(
(2j − 1)π
4L
)
(80)
An Euler-Malaurin expansion shows that the subleading
onstant is γ(z) = 0. The data in Figure 15 is onsistant
with this result and gives γ(z) < 10−6. It an also be
shown that γ(z) remains zero away from the ritial point.
Moving to the σx basis using the same argument leading
to Eq. (71), we obtain γ(x) = log 2.
In a 2D viewpoint, p0 is related to a ratio of partition
funtions, as shown in Eq. (78). Sine the boundary on-
gurations, ah and bh, at the upper and lower edges of
the ylinder were arbitrary, we an glue these edges by
identifying ah and bh and integrating them out. Alge-
braially, we onsider
p0 =
〈i0|T 2h|i0〉
Tr T 2h =
Zi0i0(L, 2h)
ZP (L, 2h) (h→∞). (81)
Here, the numerator Zi0i0 is the partition funtion of a
long ylinder with boundary ongurations xed in the
same state i0 at both edges. The denominator ZP is the
partition funtion of a torus.
A similar quantity has been onsidered in a rational
CFT ontext. Therein, the xed boundary onditions
imposed in the numerator of Eq. (81) are replaed by
15
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FIG. 15: (olor online) Saling of − log p(z)0 in the Ising model
in a transverse eld at the ritial point, alulated in the σz
basis. The subleading onstant γ(z) is very lose to zero: a t
to the last three points L = 96, 98, 100 gives |γ| ≤ 10−6.
onformally invariant ones a. The assoiated probabil-
ity pa an be evaluated as explained in Ref. 54. In the
notations of Ref. 54, the result is:
pa =
(ψ1a)
2
S11
. (82)
where ψia are ertain struture onstants harateristi of
the model, and S11 is the identity matrix element of the
S matrix implementing the modular transformation. In
the simplest ase of an Am SU(2)k model, the bound-
ary elds orrespond to the verties of the Am Dynkin
diagram. Let {da} be the Perron-Frobenius eigenvetor
of the Am inidene matrix, normalized so that d1 = 1.
Then, eah da is the so alled quantum dimension of the
state a, and d =
√∑
a d
2
a is alled the total quantum
dimension. In this ase, ψa = da/d and S1 = 1/d, hene
pa =
d2a
d
. (83)
We study the ase where the Dynkin diagram is A3 and
the possible states are +, free, − with quantum dimen-
sions 1,
√
2, 1, respetively. The probabilities are, in the
σx basis
p+ = p− =
1
2
, pfree = 1. (84)
A3 also desribes the Ising model and this enables us
to onrm the numerial results at the beginning of this
subsetion. The ferromagneti state in the σz basis, | ↑↑↑
. . . ↑〉z, may be regarded as a paramagneti state in the
σx basis or the free state in CFT. Equation (84) then
gives
γ(z) = − log pfree = 0, (85)
in agreement with our numerial result. The largest prob-
ability p0 in the σ
x
basis may be regarded as the proba-
bility of the + state in CFT, hene
γ(x) = − log p+ = log 2 (86)
in agreement with our alulation.
These results an be extended to Am RSOS models with
entral harge c < 1. The onguration p0 with highest
probability is in this ase
p0 = 2
√
2
m(m+ 1)
sin
(
π
m+ 1
)
sin
( π
m
)
. (87)
VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The starting point of this study was to introdue
the Shannon entropy of a 1D ground state wave fun-
tion, whih measures quantum utuations ourring in
a given basis.
Like other entanglement measures, we have seen that
the saling behavior of this entropy is essentially on-
trolled by the long-distane orrelations. Using a trans-
fer matrix approah, we showed that this entropy an
also be interpreted as the entanglement entropy of a half
ylinder for a suitably hosen 2D RK state. This orre-
spondene allowed us to study the entanglement entropy
of 2D wave funtions using simpler 1D systems, without
the need to trae expliitly over the degrees of freedom
sitting outside of the subsystem (a formidable task in
2D).
To unveil the generi saling properties of the Shannon
entropy of 1D states (equal to the entanglement entropy
of 2D states), we have studied several 1D quantum sys-
tems: (i) a disretized version of the Dyson gas/Calogero-
Sutherland ground state wave funtion (relevant to 2D
dimer RK states) in Se. III, (ii) the spin-
1
2 XXZ hain
(relevant to six-vertex RK states) in Se. IV and (iii) the
Ising hain in transverse eld (relevant to 2D Ising RK
states and 2D eight-vertex RK states) in Se. V.
In both ritial and massive systems, we found that
this entropy is omposed of an extensive part and a sub-
leading onstant S0. There is no logarithmi ontribution
as antiipated before for half-ylinder geometry.
22,23
For
Tomonaga-Luttinger liquids (ases (i) and (ii) above),
desribed by a ompatied boson with radius R, we
showed numerially and analytially that S0 = logR− 12
(a result whih diers from the reent predition by Hsu
et al.
23
). Going bak to the 2D entanglement entropy
interpretation of this result, it implies that the usual
RK states for dimers on the hexagonal or square lat-
tie (with R = 1) have S0 = − 12 . At present, we do
not have a derivation for the value S
(z)
0 = −0.4387 (or
S
(x)
0 = −0.4387 + log 2 depending on the hoie of the
basis) found numerially for the Ising hain in transverse
eld at its c = 1/2 ritial point.
We introdued a temperature β−1 to extend the Shan-
non and entanglement entropies in Se. II D. This has
dierent onsequenes depending on the nature of the
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ritiality. For TLLs, hanging β gives a natural way to
tune the boson radius R while retaining the c = 1 ritial-
ity. This allowed us to deform a dimer RK problem (or
a free fermion problem) and to derive the R-dependene
of the entropy onstant S0 in Se. III. When β reahes
a ritial value, the system undergoes a phase transition
to a rystal state, where the entropy onstant takes a
stable value S0 = log d with d being the degeneray of
the ground states. Hene, this transition an be deteted
through S0. In ontrast, in the ritial Ising hain with
c = 1/2, the entropy onstant S0 shows an abrupt hange
around β = 2. More generally, the β-dependene might
oer a valuable ngerprint for larifying the nature of the
undeformed ase β = 2.
We also onsidered the saling properties of p0, the
probability of the most likely onguration in a ritial
1D state (Se. VI). This quantity, whih orresponds to
the largest eigenvalue of the redued density matrix in
the 2D point of view, also ontains a universal onstant
ontribution γ in ritial states. We found numerially
and analytially that γ = logR for TLL states and γ(z) =
0 and γ(x) = log 2 for the ritial Ising hain. These are
related to the probabilities assoiated with onformally
invariant boundary onditions.
The universal R-dependene of S0 and γ found in the
present work an be used as a new simple way to deter-
mine the boson radius R in a TLL through a ground-
state struture. Similar universal R-dependene was also
found in the mutual information (double-interval entan-
glement entropy) studied in Refs. 7 and 8. Notie that the
mutual information is invariant under the transformation
R → 2/R while the present quantities are not. This dif-
ferene is related to the origins of the R-dependene: it
omes from ertain boundary eets in the present ase,
while it omes from the speial topologies of the Riemann
surfaes in the ase of the mutual information.
7,8
In fat, the transfer matrix approah gives aess to
all the eigenvalues {pi} of redued density matrix ρA of
a half ylinder. (as a rst appliation, the gap p1/p0 is
omputed in Appendix D for dimers on the hexagonal
lattie). The present approah therefore provides a on-
venient tool to study the properties of the entanglement
spetrum
35
in a 2D quantum state.
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APPENDIX A: FREE FERMIONS AND WICK'S
THEOREM
The probabilities of Eq. (26) involve quantities suh as
〈0|a1a2 . . . a2n|0〉, where the aj are linear ombinations
of fermion reation and annihilation operators. Wik's
theorem then gives:
〈0|a1 . . . a2n|0〉 = 〈a1 . . . a2n〉
=
∑
i1 < . . . < in
∀k, ik < jk
ǫ(σ)〈ai1aj1〉 . . . 〈ainajn〉
= Pf A, (A1)
where ǫ(σ) is the signature of the permutation whih
transforms {1, 2, . . . , 2n} into {i1, j1, i2, j2, . . . in, jn}. Pf
denotes the Pfaan. A is an antisymmetri 2n× 2n ma-
trix given by :
A =


0 〈a1a2〉 . . . 〈a1a2n〉
−〈a1a2〉 0 . . . 〈a2a2n〉
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
−〈a1a2n〉 −〈a2a2n〉 . . . 0

 . (A2)
The two following properties of Pfaans are useful :
(Pf A)2 = detA (A3)
Pf
[
0 B
−BT 0
]
= ± detB (A4)
and allow fast numerial alulations using determinant
routines.
APPENDIX B: TRANSFER MATRIX FOR THE
CLASSICAL DIMER MODEL ON THE
HEXAGONAL LATTICE
1. Transfer matrix as free fermions
Here we onsider a hexagonal lattie with periodi
boundary onditions and an even number of olumns L.
The mapping onto free fermions is as follows (see Fig. 16):
We hoose a onvenient dimer onguration whih we
all a referene onguration. Any other dimer ongu-
ration (real onguration) will be ompared to the refer-
ene by superposition of the two. We dene the partile
loations as the vertial edges that are not oupied by
a real dimer (only a referene one). Partiles an jump
from a vertial edge to another only if a real horizon-
tal dimer onnets the two. This mapping has several
interesting properties :
• The dimer onguration is totally determined by
the trajetories of the partiles.
• Two partiles annot go to the same edge. There-
fore, they obey a fermioni exlusion rule. This
enodes the dimer hardore onstraint.
• The number of fermions is onserved, so that the
TM is blok diagonal, eah blok orresponding to
a xed number of fermions. It should be remarked
that this property would not hold on non-bipartite
latties (suh as the triangular).
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1
1
1
3
3
3
5
5
5
7
7
7
0
0
0
2
2
2
4
4
4
6
6
6
3 2 4 3
1 3 2 4
0 2 4 3
1 3 2 1
0 2 1 3
1 0 2 1
1
3 2 4 3
1 3 2 4
0 2 4 3
1 3 2 1
0 2 1 3
1 0 2 1
1
FIG. 16: (olor online) Upper left : referene onguration.
Upper right : real onguration. Below : Transition graph.
Referene dimers are in blue. The fermions are living on the
vertial edges of the lattie and are symbolized by red zigzag
lines. The integers attahed to eah plaquette of the lattie
form a height onguration assoiated to the dimer overing.
When oarse-grained, these mirosopi heights beome the
free eld whih desribe the long-distane properties of the
system.
56,57
The heights an be onstruted by xing h = 0
at some origin and then moving from plaquette to plaque-
tte by turning lokwise around the sites of the even sublat-
tie (marked with a blak dot). The rule is the following:
the height piks a ontribution equal to +2 when rossing a
dimer, and -1 otherwise. Sine there is exatly one dimer
touhing eah site, the height dierene between two points
does not depends on the hosen path on a simply onneted
domain. With periodi boundary onditions, the height is
not single-valued. For example, when winding horizontally
around the system, the height piks a ontribution Wx (also
alled winding number) equal to twie the number of verti-
al dimers rossed, minus the number of empty bonds. In-
serting a fermioni world line going upward shifts the height
by −3 by going from the left to the right, and thus hanges
Wx → Wx − 3. It is simple to hek that the ongurations
with a fermion density equal to
2
3
haveWx = 0 and an average
slope equal to zero.
2. Fermioni representation and periodi boundary
onditions
A state of a row is determined by the number n of
fermions and their positions 0 ≤ α1 <, . . . < αn ≤ L− 1.
We an hoose to represent suh a state using seond-
quantized fermions reation operators :
|i〉 = |α1, . . . αn〉 = c†α1 . . . c†αn |0〉. (B1)
As we want to use the translational invariane, we have
to set
|α1, . . . , αn−1, L〉 = |0, α1, . . . , αn−1〉. (B2)
Therefore, to keep the order of Eq. (B1) :
c†L = (−1)nˆ−1c†0 , nˆ =
L−1∑
j=0
c†jcj . (B3)
In the following, we will also need the L fermion operators
in Fourier spae :
c†k =
1√
L
L−1∑
j=0
e−ikjc†j . (B4)
They satisfy {ck, c†k′} = δkk′ , provided eikL = (−1)nˆ−1.
The set of wave-vetors is given by
k ∈
{
− π + π
L
+
2πl
L
∣∣∣∣ l = 0, . . . , L− 1
}
, nˆ even
k ∈
{
− π + 2πl
L
∣∣∣∣ l = 0, . . . , L− 1
}
, nˆ odd.
3. Diagonalization of the Transfer matrix
Eah fermion an go to the left or to the right with
equal amplitude. We number vertial edges in suh a
way that a fermion loated on j an go to j or j + 1. T
satises
T |0〉 = |0〉 (B5)
T c†jT −1 = c†j + c†j+1. (B6)
So that
T c†kT −1 = λ(k)c†k , λ(k) = 1 + eik. (B7)
c†k|0〉 is then eigenvetor of T with eigenvalue λ(k). In a
similar manner :
T c†k1c
†
k2
. . . c†knT −1 = λ(k1) . . . λ(kn)c
†
k1
. . . c†kn . (B8)
Provided all the wave vetors are dierent, c†k1 . . . c
†
kn
|0〉
is an eigenvetor with eigenvalue λ(k1) . . . λ(kn). The
transfer matrix an also be expressed expliitly :
T =
∏
k
(
1 + eikc†kck
)
. (B9)
4. Largest eigenvalue and dominant eigenvetor
Sine |λ(k)| ≥ 1 for every k ∈ [−2π/3, 2π/3] (see
Fig. 17), the eigenvalue with largest modulus in a given
setor with n fermions is obtained by a produt over the n
nearest to 0 wave vetors. Let us denote this eigenvalue
by Λn. Then, Λmax = Max {|Λn| , 1 ≤ n ≤ L}. The
eigenvalue with largest modulus is real and has approxi-
mately all allowed k lying in the interval [−2π/3, 2π/3].
The dominant setor has therefore n ≃ 2L/3 fermions.
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FIG. 17: (olor online) One-partile eigenvalue as a funtion
of k
It is easy to understand the fat that the dominant
fermion density is 2/3 : it orresponds to at height on-
gurations (see Fig.16).
If we denote by Ω the set of wave-vetors that gives the
largest eigenvalue then the dominant eigenvetor is :
|g〉 =
(∏
k∈Ω
c†k
)
|0〉. (B10)
Let us show what is Ω in the simple ase where L = 6p.
We have to distinguish between the even and odd setors
:
Λ(e)max = Max {Λ2n′} =
5p−1∏
l=p
λ
(
−π + π 2l + 1
6p
)
Λ(o)max = Max {Λ2n′+1} =
5p∏
l=p
λ
(
−π + πl
3p
) . (B11)
Here, Λ
(e)
max > Λ
(o)
max beause Euler-Malaurin expansion
gives log Λ
(e)
max− logΛ(o)max = pi
√
3
24p + o(1/p). Therefore the
leading eigenvalue orresponds to 4p = 23L fermions and
Ω =
{
−π + π 2l + 1
6p
∣∣∣∣ p ≤ l ≤ 5p− 1
}
. (B12)
5. Probability of a given onguration
The dominant eigenvetor has n = 2L/3 fermions. A
onguration i is represented by
|i〉 = c†α1 . . . c†αn |0〉, (B13)
and will have a probability (we use Eq. (A1) and
Eq. (A4)) :
pi =
∣∣∣〈0|cαn . . . cα1c†k1 . . . c†kn |0〉
∣∣∣2 (B14)
=
(
1
L
)n ∣∣det (e−iαjkj′ )jj′ ∣∣2 . (B15)
0 1 4 5 8 9 12
0 1 4 5 8 9 12
0 1 4 5 8 9 12
-1 2 3 6 7 10 11
-1 2 3 6 7 10 11
0 1 4 1 4 5 4
3 2 3 2 3 2 3
0 1 0 1 0 1 0
-1 2 -1 2 -1 -2 -1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1
0 1 4 1 4 5 4
3 2 3 2 3 2 3
0 1 0 1 0 1 0
-1 2 -1 2 -1 -2 -1
0 1 0 1 0 1 0
1
FIG. 18: (olor online) Upper left : referene onguration.
Upper right : hosen onguration. Below : the fermions are
living on the vertial edges of the lattie and are symbolized
by red zigzag lines. Edges are numbered from 0 to L−1. The
integers attahed to eah plaquette form a height ongura-
tion assoiated to the dimer overing. The rule is very similar
to that of the honeyomb lattie : turning lokwise around
the sites of the even sublattie (marked with blak dots), the
height piks a ontribution equal to +3 when rossing a dimer,
−1 otherwise. h = 0 is xed at some origin. For a more de-
tailed presentation, see Ref. 55.
We get a Vandermonde determinant and pi simplies into
Eq. (30).
APPENDIX C: TRANSFER MATRIX FOR THE
CLASSICAL DIMER MODEL ON THE SQUARE
LATTICE
1. Free fermions
We onsider a square lattie with periodi boundary
onditions and an even number of olumns L. The map-
ping is similar to that of the hexagonal lattie. The ref-
erene onguration is shown in Fig. 18. Here, a fermion
will be dened as an even vertial edge oupied only by
a referene dimer, or an odd vertial edge oupied only
by a real dimer. It an go to the left, straight ahead, or
to the right. We introdue a shift in the numbering, so
that a fermion loated on site j an go to j, j + 1, or
j + 2.
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2. Diagonalization of the transfer matrix
As for the honeyomb ase, T is blok-diagonal and
invariant by translation. It also satises
T |0〉 = |0〉 (C1)
T c†2jT −1 = c†2j+2 + c†2j+1 + c†2j (C2)
T c†2j+1T −1 = c†2j+2. (C3)
As usual we also dene Fourier spae fermions :
c†0k =
1√
L/2
∑
j
e−ik2jc†2j (C4)
c†1k =
1√
L/2
∑
j
e−ik(2j+1)c†2j+1, (C5)
with
k ∈
{
− π
2
+
π
L
+
2πl
L
∣∣∣∣ l = 0, . . . , L2 − 1
}
, nˆ even
k ∈
{
− π
2
+
2πl
L
∣∣∣∣ l = 0, . . . , L2 − 1
}
, nˆ odd.
The transfer matrix ats on them in the following way :
T c†0kT −1 = (1 + e2ik)c†0k + eikc†1k (C6)
T c†1kT −1 = eikc†0k. (C7)
To diagonalize T , it is therefore suient to diagonalize
a 2× 2 matrix :
M =
(
1 + e2ik eik
eik 0
)
. (C8)
If one sets :
tan θk =
√
1 + cos2 k − cos k (C9)
λ±(k) = eik
(
cos k ±
√
1 + cos2 k
)
(C10)
b†+k = cos θkc
†
0k + sin θkc
†
1k (C11)
b†−k = − sin θkc†0k + cos θkc†1k, (C12)
then
T b†+kT −1 = λ+(k)b†+k (C13)
T b†−kT −1 = λ−(k)b†−k, (C14)
whih gives us all the eigenvalues and eigenvetors of T .
It is also possible to express expliitly T :
T =
∏
k
[
1+(λ+(k)− 1)b†+kb+k
][
1 +(λ−(k)− 1)b†−kb−k
]
.
FIG. 19: (olor online) One-partile eigenvalues λ+ and λ−
as a funtion of k
3. Largest eigenvalue and dominant eigenvetor
We assume for simpliity that L is a multiple of 4.
Notiing (see Fig. 19) that ∀k, |λ+(k)| ≥ 1 and also
|λ−(k)| ≤ 1, we an dedue that only the λ+(k) will on-
tribute to the largest eigenvalue. In Ref. 55 it is shown
that
λmax =
∏
k∈Ω
λ+(k), (C15)
where Ω = {−pi2 + piL + 2piL l | l = 0 . . . L/2 − 1}. The
leading setor has an even number of fermions L/2 and
the dominant eigenvetor will be given by
|g〉 =
(∏
k∈Ω
b†+,k
)
|0〉. (C16)
4. Probability of a given onguration
The dominant eigenvetor has n = L/2 fermions. A
onguration i is represented by:
|i〉 = c†α1 . . . c†αn |0〉, (C17)
and will have a probability (using Eq. (A1) and also
Eq. (A4)):
pi =
∣∣∣〈0|cαn . . . cα1b†+,k1 . . . b†+,kn |0〉
∣∣∣2 (C18)
=
(
2
L
)n
|detmjj′ |2 (C19)
where :
mjj′ =
{
cos θkj′ e
iαjkj′ , αj even
sin θkj′ e
iαjkj′ , αj odd
. (C20)
This determinant is slightly more ompliated than on
the honeyomb lattie, and annot be further simplied.
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APPENDIX D: 2D COULOMB GAS ON A
CIRCLE
We onsider a Gaudin model with n harges dispathed
on a irle with L sites.
1. Saling of the ground state
We study the speial ase where L/n ∈ N and we set
ρ = n/L. We denote by p0(β) the probability assoi-
ated with the ground-state onguration. It orresponds
to the ase where the distane between eah harges is
maximal. Therefore it is obtained when all harges lie on
the edges of a polygon. Hene,
p0(β) =
1
Z
(L)
n (β)
L−nβ/2
∏
1≤k<l≤n
|e2ilpi/n − e2ikpi/n|β .
Using the formula
∏n−1
l=1
(
1− e2ilpi/n) = n, we get :
p0(β) =
ρnβ/2
Z
(N)
n (β)
. (D1)
In the speial ase where β is an even integer and β <
2L
n−1 , it is possible to use Eq. (33) and the subleading
term of − log p0(β) an easily be found :
− log p0(β) = an+ 1
2
log
β
2
. (D2)
This result for the universal part of the probability, γ =
1
2 log
β
2 = logR, does not depend on L nor n (no nite-
size eets).
2. Existene of a gap in the thermodynamial limit
The rst exitation is obtained from the ground-state
onguration by moving one partile to the next site,
while keeping all the others in plae. The assoiated
probability p1(β) will be given by :
p1(β)
p0(β)
=

n−1∏
l=1
sin
(
lpi
n − ρlpin
)
sin
(
lpi
n
)


β
. (D3)
In the limit n→ +∞ it is possible to expand the sin :
p1(β)
p0(β)
=
[
n−1∏
l=1
(
1− ρπ
n
cot(lπ/n)
)]β
. (D4)
We then onsider Pn(x) =
∏n−1
l=1 [1− x cot(lπ/n)]. The
trik to alulate Pn(x) is to introdue another polyno-
mial Qn(x) whih satises :
Qn(tan t) =
sinnt
(sin t) cosn−1 t
. (D5)
Qn(x) and Pn(x) are of the same degree, and share the
same zeros : they have to be proportional. Pn(0) = 1
and Qn(0) = n yields Pn(x) =
1
nQn(x). Using Eq. (D5)
and Moivre's formula, we get :
Pn(x) =
1
n
[(n−1)/2]∑
k=0
(−1)kC2k+1n x2k. (D6)
Therefore Pn(
piρ
n ) redues in the limit n→∞ to:
Pn(
πρ
n
) =
1
πρ
sin (πρ) . (D7)
Finally,
p1(β)
p0(β)
=
[
1
πρ
sin(πρ)
]β
. (D8)
So that there is a nite gap in the thermodynamial limit:
∆E = E1 − E0 = − log
[
1
πρ
sin(πρ)
]
. (D9)
This alulation an easily be extended (in the thermo-
dynamial limit) to any onguration dedued from the
ground state by moving a nite number of partile. For
the orresponding RK wave-funtion, ∆E gives an infor-
mation about the rst gap of the redued density matrix
(entanglement spetrum).
APPENDIX E: GROUND STATE OF THE ISING
CHAIN IN A TRANSVERSE FIELD
1. Diagonalization
We onsider the Hamiltonian of an Ising hain in a
transverse eld with an even number of sites L.
H = −µ
L−1∑
j=0
σxj σ
x
j+1 −
L−1∑
j=0
σzj . (E1)
Using a Jordan-Wigner transformation
σ+j =
σxj + iσ
y
j
2
= c†j exp
(
iπ
j−1∑
l=0
c†l cl
)
(E2)
σzj = 2c
†
jcj − 1, (E3)
H is rewritten as
H = −
L−1∑
j=0
(2c†jcj − 1)− µ
L−2∑
j=0
(c†j − cj)(c†j+1 + cj+1)
+ µ(c†L−1 − cL−1)(c†0 + c0)eipiN , (E4)
where N = ∑L−1j=0 c†jcj is the fermion number operator.
Sine P = ∏L−1j=0 σzj = ±1 is a onserved quantity, H
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may be separately diagonalized in two setors. Here we
are only interested in the ground-state of the hain. In
the basis of the eigenstates of the σzj , all o-diagonal
elements are negative, and it lies in the setor P = +1
(Perron-Frobenius theorem). Using P = exp(iπN ) and
the last term of Eq. (E4), we see that in this setor,
one has to keep ongurations with an even number of
fermions satisfying anti-periodi boundary onditions
c†L = −c†0. (E5)
To take advantage of the translational invariane, we in-
trodue Fourier-spae fermions
c†k =
1√
L
L−1∑
j=0
e−ikjc†j (E6)
where k ∈ {(2l + 1) piL | − L/2 ≤ l ≤ L/2− 1} are the L
wave-vetors. The Hamiltonian beomes
H = L −
∑
k
2(1 + µ cos k)c†kck
+ µ
∑
k
(
i sinkc†kc
†
−k − i sinkc−kck
)
. (E7)
This expression an be diagonalized using a Bogoliubov
transformation
c†k = cos θkbk − i sin θkb†−k, (E8)
θ−k = −θk, (E9)
provided the following ondition is satised :
tan 2θk =
µ sink
1 + µ cosk
. (E10)
We then obtain :
H =
∑
k
ε(k)
[
b†kbk − 1/2
]
(E11)
ε(k)
2
= (1 + µ cos k) cos 2θk + µ sin k sin 2θk.(E12)
In the following, we want the vauum of the bk to be the
ground-state of H, whih is true only if ε(k) > 0 ∀k. One
also has to take into aount the indetermination of θ
modulo π. There are two ases :
• µ ≤ 1 : Here 1 + µ cos k is always positive. We
hoose
θk =
1
2
arctan
(
µ sin k
1 + µ cos k
)
, (E13)
and the energy spetrum is given by :
ε(k) = 2
√
1 + 2µ cosk + µ2. (E14)
• µ > 1 : Here, one has to be areful beause
1 + µ cos k an vanish and hange sign. A generi
solution of Eq. (E10) is
θk =
1
2
arctan
(
µ sink
1 + µ cos k
)
+
π
2
qk , qk ∈ Z. (E15)
The eigenenergies are given by :
ε(k) = (−1)qksgn(1 + µ cos k)2
√
1 + 2µ cosk + µ2.
(E16)
1 + µ cos k hanges sign at k = ±kc =
± arccos(−1/µ). A possible hoie is therefore :
qk =


−1 , k < −kc
0 , −kc ≤ k ≤ kc
1 , k > kc
. (E17)
2. Probability of a given onguration
Sine |0〉 is the ground state of the hain, the proba-
bility of eah onguration i is (in the σz basis)
pi =
〈
0
∣∣P ↑/↓1 P ↑/↓2 . . . P ↑/↓L ∣∣0〉, (E18)
where P ↑j (resp. P
↓
j ) is the projetor onto the | ↑〉zj (resp.
| ↓〉zj ) state :
P ↑j = c
†
jcj P
↓
j = cjc
†
j . (E19)
Using Wik's theorem, pi redues to a Pfaan. To om-
pute it, we need to alulate four types of ontrations :
〈c†jcj′〉, 〈cjc†j′ 〉, 〈c†jc†j′〉 and 〈cjcj′〉. This an be done by
expressing bak the Jordan-Wigner fermions in terms of
the Bogoliubov fermions.
〈c†jcj′〉 =
1
L
∑
k
cos2 θk cos [k(j − j′)] (E20)
〈cjc†j′〉 =
1
L
∑
k
sin2 θk cos [k(j − j′)] (E21)
〈c†jc†j′〉 =
1
L
∑
k
sin θk cos θk sin [k(j
′ − j)] (E22)
〈cjcj′〉 = 1
L
∑
k
sin θk cos θk sin [k(j − j′)] . (E23)
If we write a generi projetor as P
↑/↓
j = a2j−1a2j , where
a is either c or c†, then
pi = Pf (〈ajaj′〉)1≤i,j≤2L . (E24)
Notie that it is also possible to ompute pi when L is
odd. The only dierene is that the fermion number op-
erator satises
exp(iπN ) = −P . (E25)
22
Therefore, one has to take periodi boundary onditions
c†L = c
†
0, and only keep ongurations with an odd num-
ber of fermions. The wave-vetors are now in the set
{2lπ/L | − L/2 ≤ l ≤ L/2 − 1}. Sine the dispersion
relation ε(k) is minimum for k = −π, the ground-state
wave funtion is ∣∣0˜〉 = b†−pi|0〉, (E26)
and the probabilities
pi =
〈
0˜
∣∣P ↑/↓1 P ↑/↓2 . . . P ↑/↓L ∣∣0˜〉 (E27)
will also be given by Pfaans.
3. Conguration with highest probability
We study the ase where L is even. The onguration
with highest probability is attained by the ferromagneti
onguration
|i0〉 = | ↑↑↑ . . .〉z. (E28)
Dening
P =
L−1∏
j=0
c†jcj, (E29)
p0 is expressed as
p0 = 〈0|P |0〉. (E30)
P is a projetor onto a state with L fermions.
Q =
∏
k
c†kck (E31)
is also a projetor onto a state with L fermions. Sine
there is only one state of the Hilbert spae with L
fermions, P and Q are in fat idential. Using Eq. (E8),
we therefore get :
p0 =
∏
k
cos θk, (E32)
where θk is given by Eq. (E13) or Eq. (E15). At the
ritial point (µ = 1), θk = k/4.
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Ameasure of phase spae whih is invariant under a haoti
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an sometimes be represented by a proba-
bility distribution on the 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hain.
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Here we take a standard notation used in statistial me-
hanis and eld theory, where R = 1 for a free fermion
and R =
√
2 for a SU(2)-symmetri ase. In ondensed
matter physis, a ommon notation is Rcm = R/
√
4pi, and
the oupling onstant K = 1/R2 known as TLL parameter
is also widely used.
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It is interesting to notie that ρΩ (Ω = A,B) is blok-
diagonal in the spin-basis, eah blok being labeled by a
spin onguration i at the boundary. Blok number i is
a Card EΩi × Card EΩi matrix, and has only one non-zero
eigenvalue pi, the orresponding eigenvetor being |RKΩi 〉.
In the speial ase where all the energies EΩ(ω, i) vanish,
eah state |RKΩi 〉 is an equal-amplitude superposition of
spin ongurations. Then, eah blok of ρΩ is partiularly
simple sine all its matrix elements are idential. The blok
labeled by the boundary onguration i, of size Card EΩi ×
Card EΩi , has all its entries equal to pi/Card EΩi and a trae
equal to pi.
61
Here the fator 2 is inserted beause it will be onvenient
in Se. III when identifying E(i) as a Coulomb gas model.
One may also think that the interations ouring in A
and B make a ontribution E(i) eah and that the total
ontribution is twie of it.
62
The partile oordinates are restrited to be multiple of
2pi/L
63
One an reall that at a ertain value of R, the sine poten-
tial for φ beomes relevant and φ is loked at a onstant
value, leading to a rystallization. Conversely, a rystal
state an be regarded as a φ-loked state.
64
Note that for the dimer models on the square and hexag-
onal latties, the radius of φ is given by R = 1, not by
R = 2 used by Hsu et al.23
